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How it works

Login
Use your ORCiD. If your institution is a Dryad member, connect to your existing

Submit
Whether or not your data are related to an article, upload your data files and receive a

Review
Our curators will check through your submission to ensure the data are usable.

Cite
Cite and promote your data publication!
Dryad’s values

• Our Mission is to provide the infrastructure for and promote the reuse of research data.

• We are nonprofit and community owned through member support.

• We are researcher driven.
An idea with legs
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Advancing data publishing: California Digital Library & Dryad announce partnership

CALIFORNIA DIGITAL LIBRARY (UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT)

OAKLAND/May 30, 2018 - University of California's California Digital Library (CDL) and Dryad Digital Repository are formally partnering to address researcher needs and lead an open, community-supported initiative in research data curation and publishing. This partnership is aimed at driving adoption of curated, accessible data publishing in the research community and will leverage the capabilities of both institutions and publishers to better align data publishing within researcher workflows.
Funded Partnership Brings Dryad and Zenodo Closer
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Publisher integrations

- AAAS (American Association for the Advancement of Science)
- Editorial Manager
- ScholarOne
Workflow integrations

- ROpenSci
- binder
- jupyter
- protocols.io
- PMC
Tracy Teal named new Dryad ED

After an extensive search led by Dryad’s Board of Directors, we are proud to announce that Dr. Tracy Teal will join Dryad as Executive Director beginning February 17, 2020. She has extensive experience leading a global, community-oriented non-profit, and we’re looking forward to working with her towards Dryad’s vision of a world where research data is openly available, integrated with the scholarly literature, and routinely re-used to create knowledge.

The Board and staff are extremely pleased that Tracy will be joining Dryad and believe that her extensive experience building communities and growing membership will help Dryad continue its upward trajectory. BOD Vice-Chair Johan Nilsson states:
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